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LESSON BY MATT BOWERS 

TIME:  1:37

crescendo, decrescendo, pipe organ, 

pitch, timpani, tone poem, trombone, 

trumpet,  

OBJECTIVES 
1. Identify  the pitches of do and so.

2. Identify  the trumpet and timpani.

SETTING THE 

STAGE 

CD 1:16 (full selection) 
CD 1:60 - 61 (theme bank) 

MightyLessonKit©, VideoMaps©, or 
Listening Map PDF 

Student Reproducible Pages: 
Background Page in English/Spanish 
“Checking for Understanding” 
“Hand Made Melody” Activity Page 

Reader’s Theater Script 

Lesson 
Also Sprach Zarathustra:  Introduction 
by Richard Strauss (1864 -1949) 

Introduce the concept of solfege. 

 Distribute pitch flash cards to students, two cards for each pitch. 

 Sing a four quarter note pattern using 2 so’s and 2 do’s.   

 Ask students to echo sing the pattern, and then lay their flashcards out in the 

pattern they heard and sang. 

 Sing two more patterns, this time playing along on the piano as you sing, having 

students continue with flashcards.   

 For the last pattern, do not sing, but only play it on the piano. 

Tell the students that they will be listening to a piece that uses “do-so” patterns in the 

trumpet and timpani to achieve a very dramatic effect.  It was written by Richard Strauss, 

no relation to Johann Strauss Sr., who wrote the famous Radetzky March that was on last 
year's Music Memory list. 

Music in the 

Morning Script 

Composer 

Portraits 

Wall Sign 

  Note 

1. Lesson Videos are located on the

Safeshare platform.

2. Kinesthetic Title Demonstration is

available on the Teacher’s Guide Disk.

3. Movement Activity Demonstration is

available on the Teacher’s Guide Disk.
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Lesson 
Also Sprach Zarathustra:  Introduction 
by Richard Strauss 

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS 

Observe students to assess understanding as they perform the following actions without 
looking at the map: 
Pair up, one showing the solfege hand signs for the trumpet, the other showing the solfege 
hand signs for the timpani.   

1) Have students:
 Read or listen to background information on Strauss (1864 -1949) and this 

selection. 
    Define Concepts/Vocabulary for this lesson. 

2) Review the listening map.
 Look at the solfege patterns.  Ask students to echo sing the first ‘do-so-do’ pattern, 

using hand signs.   
 Notice the instruments on the bottom right—(from left to right) trumpet, timpani, 

pipe organ, trombone.  Along with the instruments, you will see solfege and 
dynamic symbols. 

 Discover that the color of the flags are the colors of the German flag, the nationality 
of Strauss. 

 Point out the crescendo and decrescendo symbols underneath the space shuttle. 

3) Sing the A section with words. (Can be found in the Notated Themes section of
the lesson.) 

4) Listen to the selection and follow the map.

5) Visit http://tinyurl.com/StraussOrchestra to hear the Gustav Mahler Youth Orchestra
perform this selection in concert. 

ASSESSMENT 
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Lesson 
Also Sprach Zarathustra:  Introduction  
by Richard Strauss 

OPTIONAL EXTENSIONS 

Language Arts/Drama 

CURRICULUM CONNECTIONS 

Have students: 
 

Complete the “Checking for Understanding” worksheet. 
ANSWERS: 1. b 2. a 3. c 4. a 5. a 
 
Complete the “Hand Made Melody” Activity Page. 
 
 
Visit http://tinyurl.com/StraussGroove to see the Euro Groove Department 
perform a funky version of this selection.   

 
Visit http://tinyurl.com/Strauss2001 to see a video of scenes from the movie 
2001: A Space Odyssey set to this selection. 
 

Visit http://tinyurl.com/StraussBarGraph to see this selection displayed in bar 
graph form. 
 

Visit the Mighty Music YouTube Channel for more video resources at 
http://tinyurl.com/musicmemoryvideo 
 
Be sure to have students listen to other recordings of this selection from iTunes 
or YouTube that vary in tempo and style. 
 
 
Use the Reader’s Theater Script 
 
 
 

Review with students that a tone poem tells a story, or depicts a feeling or mood. Then 
have them work in pairs or small groups to write a scene with dialogue that 1) describes 
the music by imagining possible events/feelings, and 2) that captures the mood of the  
music. Each pair or group can then practice and perform their scene for the class. 

http://tinyurl.com/danceCantina
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Lesson 
Also Sprach Zarathustra:  Introduction 
by Richard Strauss 

VOCABULARY/DEFINITIONS 

crescendo  gradually getting louder 

decrescendo  gradually getting softer 

pipe organ  a musical instrument, commonly found in churches, that produces sound by 
blowing air through various lengths of tubing, and is controlled by a keyboard 

timpani  a percussion instrument, consisting of a head stretched over a large bowl, typically 
made of copper, played by striking  with specialized timpani mallets 

tone poem  a piece of orchestra music, typically in one movement, on a descriptive or 
emotional theme 

trombone  a brass instrument, lower pitched than a trumpet, but higher pitched than a tuba, 
played by buzzing lips into a mouthpiece and moving a long slide to change pitches 

trumpet   the highest pitched instrument in the brass family, played by buzzing lips into a 
mouthpiece and pressing down valves to change pitches 
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Lesson 
Also Sprach Zarathustra:  Introduction 
by Richard Strauss 

Notated Themes 

A Theme 

B Theme 
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Name: 

Class: 

Checking for Understanding 

As you look at the map answer the following questions. 

1) What is the melodic direction of the astronaut with a jetpack?

a. up

b. down

c. stays the same

2) Look at the following pictures of instruments.

 A.             B.   C. 

Which instrument plays first in this selection? 

a. A

b. B

c. C

3) Read the following newspaper article headlines:

A. Astronauts Discover New Planet  

B. Zarathustra Says, “Also” 

C. Strauss Composes a Tone Poem 

Which article would you read to find out more about this selection? 

a. A

b. B

c. C

4) Which pitch is pictured on the map more than any other?

a. do

b. mi

c. so

5) Which type of group performs this selection?

a. orchestra

b. choir

c. rock band

Write complete sentences stating one fact and one opinion about this selection. 

Fact:____________________________________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________________________ 

Opinion:__________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________ 

Also Sprach Zarathustra:  Introduction 
by  
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Reader’s Theater Script 
Also Sprach Zarathustra:  Introduction 
by Richard Strauss 

Camper 1:  One of the best things about camp is getting up early to watch 

    the sunrise. It always makes me think of music. 

Camper 2: (yawns) It always makes me sleepy! 

Camper 3:  What kind of music does it remind you of? It makes me think of 

    trumpets. The morning starts so clear and golden.  

Camper 4:  Not me. When that sun first appears and lights up the 

   mountainside, I can hear timpani. You know, big “kettle drums” beating, 

    like announcing a new day. 

Camper 2:  I hear strings. Not soft, sweet violins. I mean big, full, string 

    instruments. To me, strings sound like morning light. 

Camper 3:  Well, I can understand why you hear those sounds, but the 

    mellow sound of woodwinds is what I think of when the sun comes up 

    and gets really bright.   

Camper 4:  You know what else? An organ! Big bass pipe organ sounds! 

Camper 1:  I know some music that has all of those sounds. It’s a piece by 

    Strauss. 

Camper 2:  Is it a waltz? I’ve heard of Johann Strauss—he wrote waltzes.  

Camper 1:  No, that Strauss is a different composer. The piece I’m talking 

    about is by Richard Strauss. It’s sometimes called “Sunrise.” It’s an 

    introduction to a tone poem called Also Sprach Zarathustra.   

Camper 3:  That’s quite a title!   

Camper 4:  It’s quite a piece! I have it on my phone. Let’s listen to it! 

Camper 2: (pointing) Look! Here comes the sun. 

All: (in awed whisper) Wow . . . 

Characters: Camper1, Camper 2, Camper 3, Camper 4 

Setting: Four campers sit side by side, looking out over the horizon. 
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Name _________________________________  Class ___________________________ 
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